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Brown won his upset by pledging to be the 41s Senate vote against ObamaCare. He won, startling

political Washington and so alarming the Obama White House and the Democrats’ Senate Leader Harry

Reid that they were infamously forced to the parliamentary trick of using the reconciliation process to pass

the then-pending ObamaCare legislation. The trick further inflamed opponents and resulted in the 2010

landslide-GOP election that among other things returned control of the House to Republicans.

There is one difference — a big difference — between Brown and Lonegan.

Steve Lonegan is the real deal conservative that Scott Brown was not. Lonegan is decidedly the “bold

colors” conservative of Ronald Reagan’s famous summons. As Lonegan is quite specific in saying here in

this 
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relentless support of the Obama Agenda — with Obamacare at the top of the list.

According to the headline in the Newark Star-Ledger:

          Obamacare to end health plan used by 100,000 New Jerseyans

Say again, over 100,000 New Jerseyans are set to lose their health care because of Obamacare.

Is Obamacare enough to put Lonegan over the top on October 16?

This remains to be seen.

What is known at the moment is that as the profile of Obamacare has been rising with its launch today, it

has been matched by Lonegan’s surge in the polls. Anything other than the blowout for Booker that

Democrats have been boasting about for months and which in fact appeared assured in the polls will send

a clear signal to wobbly Republicans that they have been right to insist on resolute opposition to

Obamacare — just as Lonegan is doing from one end of New Jersey to another.

Most important is that Steve Lonegan has campaigned openly on the “bold color” principles that brought

success to the GOP in the Reagan era — and that have been tossed aside by party moderates. He

understands that even in the bluest of blue states it is critical to make the case and fight the fight — even

at the risk of a loss.

Will he win?

Will Obamacare be the stupend0ous campaign asset for Cory Booker that Democrats are insisting?

They said the same thing when an unknown Scott Brown announced he was running for Ted Kennedy’s

seat in 2010 — on the issue of Obamacare.

This time around, ObamaCare will be locked into place 16 days before the New Jersey special Senate
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